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LESSON 3

The Smart Shopping Strategy 

http://truecouponing.com


LEARN THE LINGO  
Coupon Lingo and Abbreviations are the words that the coupon community 
types, texts and talks about items with regards to using coupons. It’s the 
everyday language that is going to be second nature to you very soon! 

Q = ______________

MQ = ______________

SQ = ______________

TQ = ______________

PQ = ______________


You can use a MQ along with the best SQ that you find! That SQ might be a TQ 
(Target Coupon) or a PQ (Publix Coupon).


The three main coupon inserts you are going to find in your newspapers are 
abbreviated:

SS = ______________

RP = ______________

PG  or P&G = ______________ 

Coupon Values:

$1/3 = (not one third) this is a coupon for $1 Off  3 Items. So you must buy 3 
items in order to use the one, $1 coupon. Here are a few more:

$1/1 = $1 Off ______________

$1/2 = $1 Off ______________

$2/2 = $2 Off ______________

$3/1 = $3 Off ______________

Not fractions: This is the specific value of the coupon you are going to use.


BOGO = ______________

B1G1 = ______________
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WYB = ______________

You will see this lingo used in the description of a deal. For example:  
FREE wyb (2) and use (2) $1/1 Coupons. 
Translation: This item is FREE when you buy (2) Items and use (2) $1 Off 1 Item 
Coupons.


OOP  = ______________ This is what you are spending out of pocket. The cash 
you are using initially at the register.


MM = ______________  This is also called ______________. 

Overage happens with the price of your item is less than the coupons you are 
using to pay for the item. 


For example, you are buying an item for $0.99 and you have a $1 coupon to use. 
That 1 penny ($1 - $0.99 = $0.01) is “Overage”. It is the difference between the 
price of the product and the value of the coupons you are using to buy it. This 
difference goes towards your other groceries to reduce the amount that you pay 
OOP (out of pocket).
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Build Your Shopping List 
In order to go shopping, we have to decide what we want to buy, build your 
shopping list and cut your coupons. Remember you are not buying what you 
need to buy, you are buying based on what is at the “stock up price”, which is 
the lowest price.


They are identified by a little Shopping Cart � or True Deal Button �  


1. Click the name of the grocery stores where you want to shop.

2. Find the Weekly Ad for the time period you want to shop (watch the dates, 

it might be a “sneak peek” preview of the upcoming ad which will not 
work if you are shopping today because that ad is not “live” yet).


3. Scroll down the list and look for the True Deal Button or Shopping Cart 
image next to an item. Because those icons identify the best deals in the 
shopping list.
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4. Check off items on the list to build a shopping list. Start out small by only 
choosing 5 items.


5. You will see the items add to create a shopping list on the bottom right 
corner of your screen.  

**NOTE: If you are building your list from your phone or tablet, simply 
“single tap” each item that you want to choose and they will turn blue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Print your Shopping List

7. Also Email your Shopping List to yourself (it is easiest to print coupons 

from your inbox) 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**Mobile Phone or Tablet NOTE:  
When you are done choosing items for your Shopping List from your phone 
or tablet, scroll WAYYYYYYY down to the bottom of the list and look for blue 
words that say “Print Selected Match-Ups” and “Email Selected Match-
Ups” (If you have a mobile device that can print… you can print your list right 
from there!)
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Let’s Go Shopping! 
You’ve made your list, you’ve “pulled” your coupons and you are ready to go 
shopping. After you have done your shopping, and you have everything in your 
shopping cart, I want you to pull your cart aside (I suggest the pet aisle because 
it is typically less busy than the other aisles) and organize your coupons.


Organizing your coupons will give you more confidence when you go to check 
out. You wouldn’t believe how many times I have handed over more coupons to 
the cashier than I have product in my cart… pulling over for just a quick second 
usually helps reduce these embarrassing occurrences!


Here’s how I want you to organize all your coupons:


• Any Prior Sale Rain Checks {Make sure to put this item FIRST on the 
conveyor belt)


• Threshold Coupons: Total Dollar Off Coupons (for example: $5 Off $40)

• Coupons for any FREE items (any coupons that need to be filled out by a 

cashier)

• Competitor Coupons 
• Store Coupons (SQs) 
• Manufacture Coupons (MQs) on the BOTTOM


Think of this saying: Realistic Techniques For Couponing Simple, Man! 
Then hand them over: Raincheck, Threshold Coupon, Free Item Coupon, 
Competitor Coupons, Store Coupons, Manufacturer Coupons!


NOTE: the cashier will LOVE you if you put the items on the conveyer belt in an 
organized way (group the same items together), and then put any FREE items 
last so that they do not have to look back on the register far to find the item you 
bought in order to change the price of it. 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ACTION ITEMS 
Prepare To Shop 

1. Go to TrueCouponing.com find the store you want to shop from 
(remember, watch the dates for the proper sale when you’ll be going 
shopping). 


2. Using the steps above, choose 5 items you’d like to get, print & email your 
shopping list to yourself. 


3. Go to your coupon box, or print the coupons you will need to shop.


4. Comment underneath the video for this lesson with the five items you are 
going to go shopping for!
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Learn the True Way  
 to Coupon 

Simply SAVE TIME While You 
SAVE MONEY

#########################

ACCESS TO MY SECRETS!

http://truewaytocoupon.com/
http://truecouponing.com
http://truewaytocoupon.com/

